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Are you...
...architects? Go to pages 10 to 14: integration of building technologies, room units and controllers, and 20 to
23: references and different fields of application.
...investors, developers and facility managers? Look at pages 4 to 20: system properties and solutions
which Domat offers for each activity field. Then, for your information, pages 21 and on: references with their
typical features.
...distributors, integrators and designers? Browse through the whole catalogue for general overview and
inspiration. Details, example topologies, and data sheets are in the product overview catalogue, and on our
web: www.domat.cz

ABOUT THE COMPANY
Domat Control System s.r.o. was established in 2004
by technicians with extensive experience in the field of
measuring and control systems. Domat Control Systems
s.r.o develops, manufactures and supplies systems or system components for the measuring and control of various
building functionalities and for energy/power equipment
monitoring.
Company activities can be divided into three main areas:
 Product sales: development and supply of components
and software, technical support services for distributors
 System sales: turnkey implementation of building control systems, project documentation, supplies, installations, software engineering, commissioning and go-live
 Service and operations: warranty and post-warranty
service of building controls, operation of technological
networks, applications, and control rooms
The company‘s objective is to develop, manufacture and
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supply control systems for buildings, energy companies
and industries on an international scale: the export share
in product sales in 2012 reached more than 42 %, our
distributors operate in 12 countries, and supplies from
the Czech Republic are delivered directly to other states.
Regular training sessions are provided to technicians and
distributors, which enables them to cooperate on international projects. A subsidiary branch of Domat Control
System s.r.o. owned by the Czech parent company operates in Slovakia. The company employs a sufficient number of permanent employees in order to ensure customerbased development and to handle the most complex
orders, as proved by hundreds of positive references from
satisfied customers all over the world. The company‘s
headquarters, from which peripherals and control systems
are supplied, is located in the Czech Republic. Logistics,
implementation and service departments are located in
the city of Pardubice and the technical support centre is
in Klecany, near Prague. Distribution organisations with
employees highly experienced in measuring and control

DOMAT CONTROL SYSTEM
systems are also located in other countries. These organisations supply Domat systems to individual markets.
Hardware and software development is done in the Czech
Republic. Domat Control System puts great emphasis on
modern technology and communication standards, easy
remote access to devices, reliability and flexibility: our
development department is able to quickly respond to
customer demands, which is the basic and most important requirement for the successful implementation of
any current project. Standards and open communication
protocols (which allow for system integration or may be
integrated into other systems) are used at all system levels. We believe that an open system is the only way that
leads to efficient technology development and customer
satisfaction.

Selling a system is more than just the supply, installation
and commissioning of a control system. We also act as
partners for our customers during subsequent system
adjustment and operation of the equipment. We are well
aware that a building management system can be economically viable only if the system data are continuously
evaluated and if the applied measures directly lead to savings. We are experienced in applications in many projects
that have already provided the desired savings thanks
to our consistent approach to measuring and regulation
systems. Our goal is to make sure that cooperation with
investors does not end with installation of the relevant
building control system, but actually begins with the
installation.

PRODUCT SALES
Domat Control System delivers a comprehensive range of control components,
including input and output peripherals, to system integrators, HVAC manufacturers
and other customers. Programmable controllers, converters and individual room
controllers, as well as the programming and configuration software, are designed
and manufactured in the Czech Republic. All system software tools are free
of charge. Domat provides regular trainings and extensive individual technical support.
Customers can be sure to finish their projects successfully and on time.

SYSTEM SOLUTIONS
For construction companies, developers, and end customers, Domat Control System
offers turnkey installations – calculation, design, cabling, cabinets, installations,
programming, commissioning, and service. The company team has long-term
experience at both domestic and international projects, executed for global market
players in industry, energetics, retail, development and facility management. A special
segment are centralised management systems for retail chains, energy production
and distribution plants, and other distributed systems.

SERVICE AND OPERATIONS
Handing over of a project is in fact the starting point of co-operation with customers.
Domat Control System provides warranty and post-warranty service of control systems,
and operates technology IT networks and management systems, mainly the ContPort
– a cloud service for storage, processing and presentation of energy data. ContPort
is used by facility managers and energy systems operators who need to record
and interpret operation data, such as temperatures, energy consumptions, environmental
data, etc. Regular service of building control systems includes also optional preventive
maintenance, periodic seasonal inspections, and out-of-hours service.

DOMAT INTERNATIONAL
Based in the Czech Republic, Domat Control System co-ordinates its daughter company in Slovakia and a network
of system partners in Armenia, Austria, Benelux, Croatia, Germany, Latvia and Lithuania, Hungary, Malaysia, Macedonia
and Kosovo, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Switzerland, Thailand, Barma, Laos, Cambodia and
Vietnam.
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WHAT WE CAN OFFER...

Energy production
plants
Control and monitoring,
optimisation of resources,
virtual power plants control,
system integration

MANAGEMENT STATION
Visualisation of technologies (Merbon SCADA)

Distribution
Monitoring of local
distribution systems,
data acquisition
for billing purposes,
remote metering
readouts

Household power systems
Intelligent solutions
for building power
management

REMOTE ACCESS
Web access, SMS messaging,
emails

Router/Firewall

INT

DOMAT CONTROL SYSTEM
Process station,
NET
I/O modules
RA

LOCAL DISPATCH
(LOCAL MANAGEMENT
STATION)
Data acquisition,
visualisation

Inverters, string boxes, low/high-voltage
distribution cabinets, transformers,
energy measuring
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For investors and operators of energy
production plants (heat pump farms,
biogas stations, photovoltaic power
plants etc.) we provide comprehensive
monitoring systems which use advanced
algorithms to detect plant failures and
alarms. We supplied central dispatch
rooms for major Czech and international
companies involved in the management
and operation of photovoltaic power
plants. We can also predict production
based on weather forecast models. As
far as combined devices are concerned,
such as production units installed at the
place of consumption, we can optimize
and manage power loads and reduce
overall energy costs. In manufacturing
plants and shopping centers we control
load shedding, measure consumption and
provide energy technicians with easy-touse tools necessary for their work.

DOMAT CONTROL SYSTEM

Residential buildings
Heating, ventilation,
and air conditioning control systems

DATABASE SERVER
Data storage and processing

INT
E

Public buildings
- hospitals,
schools
Resource optimisation
and control
of individual
rooms

CONTPORT PORTAL
Services for energy management
and maintenance activities

ET
RN

Office buildings, hotels
Integration of other building
systems, zone control,
power consumption
measuring systems

Shopping malls
Central dispatch
stations, consumption
optimisation,
lighting system

Router/Firewall
LOCAL DISPATCH
(LOCAL MANAGEMENT
STATION)
Data acquisition,
visualisation

DOMAT CONTROL SYSTEM
Process station,
INTR
A
I/O modules
T
NE

We install energy and environmental
parameter measuring systems for operators of retail chains, banks and other
entities with networks of business branches. We also store measured data in
dispatch centres. This allows energy
technicians to compare measured consumptions between individual branches.
For hotels and office buildings we deliver building management systems with
integrated security systems, fire protection systems, reservation systems and
other units, which allow administrators to
get an overview of all technologies and
their statuses. We offer a comprehensive
range of communicative zone controllers
with links to primary technologies such
as heat exchangers, boiler rooms, chillers
and heat pumps. This means that only
the necessary amount of energy is produced in the building.

Ventilation, heating, air conditioning,
lighting devices and other building
technologies
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energy management portal
ContPort for buildings
Efficient building management implies (besides other
requirements) a controlled reduction in energy consumption. If we want to have control over consumed energies,
we have to
 measure it continuously,
 evaluate the measured values,
 based on the derived parameters, identify weak links,
 and propose energy-saving measures.
The last two services are provided by the energy technician or a company which supplies energy management (sometimes together with building management).
Measuring and evaluation may be part of the building
control system. However, in the vast majority of cases the
building control system - that is, the measuring and control system - only transfers data to SCADA and records
data history. The control system does not process the
data any further.
In order to evaluate consumptions and perform branch
benchmarking, so-called derived parameters are used,
such as energy consumption per square meter of floor
area, or degree days. For example, in hotels these parameters represent the consumption of energy for one over-
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night stay, etc. To do so, we must know other variables and
constant values, for example, the number of hotel guests,
the floor area of the building or the level of office occupancy. These values are used in calculations which help us to
establish whether operation of the relevant building is efficient in comparison with other buildings or accepted
standards.
ContPort is a cloud service which collects data from control systems produced by different manufacturers, modifies them and works with them based on the requirements
of the energy technician or facility manager. In addition
to data processing, ContPort is also able to manage error reporting/messaging and tasks (ticketing), including
the assignment of service costs to individual technologies
or to their parts. This enables users to get a clear idea of
all operational expenses - energies and services - in one
overview. Thanks to this feature, ContPort is able to evaluate whether continuous repairs of the relevant technology
would be economically viable or whether it would be better
to let the old technology last out and replace it with a new
one at the expense of temporary higher energy consumption. ContPort also offers predefined and customer reports generated manually at specific time intervals or automatically during regular periods. The technologies offer
the option of storing catalogue sheets, floor layouts and
other information which helps service technicians remove
problems quickly and efficiently. Predefined regular events
notify about the end of validity of revision reports and provide dashboards offering a quick overview of current and
historical data.
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ContPort for the energy industry
Great emphasis is put on reliability and high energy
efficiency of the equipment used for the production and
distribution of energy. In order to monitor and prove these
properties, we need a powerful management system
which reliably collects data from manufacturing plants and
stores them in an independent database protected against
unauthorized intervention. Data must be presented
in a form which provides a clear overview of measured and
derived parameters and allows for the sufficient flexibility
necessary to create one‘s own assemblies and overviews,
and finally, which enables the user to compare, examine
and evaluate data.
In order to evaluate the efficiency of photovoltaic power
plants, ContPort calculates so-called derived parameters,
such as the amount of consumed electrical power
or system power indicators compliant with EN 61724. For
different types of manufacturing plants/ power plants, the
system mostly displays accumulated values from meters
and statuses of switching elements, and overcurrent
and overvoltage protection devices. These values are
available on a dashboard or in customer reports generated
at predefined intervals.

Breakdowns, such as downtimes of strings or inverters,
or lower production than expected by the system based
on current conditions, are immediately reported via e-mail
or SMS. Thanks to the integration of meters and current
values, investors and technology managers always have
a comprehensive overview of the status of the monitored
technology. ContPort can also import data from other
control systems and SCADA, and therefore enables
comparison (benchmarking) of the technologies available
in the entire manager portfolio.
Thanks to ContPort, facility managers and energy
technicians always have operational cost data ready
at hand.
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VISUALISATION OF TECHNOLOGIES (MERBON SCADA)

• several redundant control centres monitoring larger
technologies, such as centralized heat distribution network management or photovoltaic power plant management
• a powerful web server providing access for dozens
of users - used for user remote access in residential
buildings
• a combination of two or more of the systems mentioned
above and based on user needs and requirements.
The operator must always have up-to-date and accurate
information about the status of the relevant technology,
regardless of whether this concerns a boiler room, a network of heat exchangers, an individual room control system in an ofﬁce building or hotel, a photovoltaic plant or
an energy source system which makes up a virtual power
plant.

Thanks to the fact that we not only supply visualisation
and control systems to system integrators but also use
them in our own projects, we are able to make use of feed-

This information is provided by visualisation. Data are available in the form of tables and schemas offering current
values, graphs, emergency and event overviews as well as
other information. SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition) can have various forms which largely depend
on the scope of the monitored technology:
• easy web access directly at a substation, used for the
simplest autonomous equipment and household automation systems
• a personal computer with visualisation software which is
also used as a server to store historical data - used for medium scope projects such as ofﬁce buildings, hospitals, etc.

back coming directly from users, which allows us to add
additional modules to the system as needed.
A graphic station is able to visualise and collect data not
only from Domat control systems. As far as larger projects and installations are concerned (where technology
is gradually refurbished or expanded based on the investment abilities of the operator), we are able to integrate
visualisation with other control systems such as process
substations, photovoltaic inverters, cooling equipment,
boiler control systems or energy meters. For this purpose, Domat system offers a wide range of software
components and drivers which allow communication with
control systems produced by other manufacturers, either
via standard protocols such as Modbus, BACnet, M-Bus
or OPC, or via company-specific protocols developed by
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of thousands of values every minute, Domat uses either
the SQL database (MySQL, MS SQL, PostgreSQL), or its
own very powerful binary database optimized for value
storage obtained from industrial processes, the Merbon
DB. This database is capable of handling hundreds of thousands of values per minute. The database has an open
interface (API), so data may also be read and used in other
systems such as accounting and ERP software.

other manufacturers. This allows us to display values at
joint control/dispatch centres which we would not otherwise be able to compare or analyse. When the relevant
technology breaks down or is in an emergency status, it
is necessary to get such information to the responsible
person as soon as possible using a reliable communication
channel. Alarm management is processed at the process
stations or via the SCADA computer - based on the system size, and alarm forwarding and routing requirements.
Alarms may be reported/displayed on a screen, via SMS,
e-mail, an audio signal or through other methods. Alarm
server is used for larger applications. This application collects events from several dispatch stations and sends
them to users based on predefined criteriaas well as on
priorities, the technological unit, equipment placement,
the time plan and preferred communication channel. This
allows the system, for example, to report/display all alarms
during working hours on a computer screen, and once the
shift is over (based on the time plan or on information from
the integrated attendance system) the system can send
the user only critical alarms in the form of an SMS message which requires confirmation.
To store historical data (sampled values), own system
resources (data files) are used in simpler installations. For
very demanding requirements such as the storage of tens
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HEAT SOURCES AND CHILLERS IN BUILDINGS
As far as energy consumption in buildings of various types is concerned (industrial plants, shopping
malls, hotels, office buildings, etc.), the focus is on economic and efficient operation of heat sources
and chillers.
These factors largely affect a building’s operating costs.
Another important requirement is to have a safe and, if
possible, fully automated control system which minimizes
human operator errors. The control system also oversees
engine room emergency statuses and protects against
critical situations. The safety features include room flooding and room temperature monitoring, the detection of
flammable and explosive substances, automated pollution
extraction, fire safety, an emergency shutoff system, etc.
The source (primary) technology section must cooperate with the appliance section - air handling units and
heating circuits, etc., which provide signals about energy
consumption allowing the power source to supply energy
according to the required parameters, at the same time
minimizing losses occurring in production and the distribution system.
Another aspect is comfort inside buildings. Engine rooms
are controlled based on current weather conditions (equithermal control, control based on weather forecasts), and
are always able to create a perfect inside temperature and
provide comfort for all persons inside the building. Thanks
to the extensive experience of our technicians in the field
of building technology control systems, it does not matter

whether it will be used to control boiler rooms, heat pumps,
heat exchanger stations or large cooling units. For these
types of technologies we also offer a unified and comprehensive solution including complete delivery of all measuring elements and actuators (sensors, valves, thermostats,
relays, etc.), which greatly aids maintenance and follow-up
servicing.
Domat system is also suitable for the management and
control of engine rooms using different technologies. In
buildings this applies most often to engine rooms delivering heat or cold (boiler rooms and heat exchange stations), including bivalent and trivalent technologies, i.e. gas
or solid fuel boilers completed with heat pumps or solar
technologies. As far as industries are concerned, we have
already implemented systems controlling the technologies used for chemical water treatment, the preparation
of compressed air, nitrogen, and for mechanical cooling,
etc. In addition to years of experience in the design and
algorithmic control of these technologies, we also offer
cooperation with a technologist or supplier of mechanical
and electrical parts. The result is a perfectly designed and
well-balanced control system respecting all operational
conditions while maintaining low energy consumption and
the long operating life of the relevant technology.

Control panel in distribution cabinet
with engine room technology
visualisation

All-in-one process station with
88 I/O for direct connection to
technology
Ethernet
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AIR HANDLING UNIT CONTROL
The most important requirement for air handling units is
that they prepare and provide air based on the required
parameters efficiently, and if possible, only in the required
volumes. The Domat air handling unit control system is
able to communicate with zone controllers which signal
the need for ventilation in individual rooms; based on that,
Domat uses primary units to prepare air according to the
required temperature, humidity and quality.
The required parameters in the relevant environment are
kept within the optimum comfort zone, which means that
temperature and humidity are controlled in a certain way
which provides personal comfort in the relevant rooms
while eliminating unnecessary air processing. The summer
compensation feature ensures that a person entering an
air conditioned environment from the outside will not suffer a temperature shock.

Combined module
with 30 I/O for air
handling unit connection

Units with variable speed drives use room or exhaust quality sensors and CO₂ sensors. These sensors indicate the
level of air pollution. Based on these values, the system
adds clean and fresh air from the outside to a new air mixture. Waste air is recuperated - it gives up its heat, which is
used to preheat the new fresh air. Variable speed drives are
controlled via a communication interface: physical system inputs and outputs are not necessary and protection
against interference is improved.
Safety features include frost protection with several
levels: a mechanical frost protection thermostat, active
protection through limiting the minimum temperature at
the return, and winter start with smooth compensation in
order to make sure that the unit operates in the most economical conditions.

Micro-controller
with display mounted
on the distribution
cabinet door.
Easy operation

Ethernet
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CONTROL OF INDIVIDUAL ROOMS
IRC controllers, room units and DOMAT regulators
Individual room control (IRC) ensures optimal thermal comfort in individual rooms. It offers the option to set the time
schedules, to determine the presence of persons in rooms,
window contact status readouts (interruption of the heating system when windows are open), the lighting system,
window blind control and the control of other devices.
Individual parameter setting is easy. Setting is done either
locally using a room unit or centrally from a dispatch
computer. In this way you can control all rooms centrally.
Heating/cooling system control is done individually based
on current conditions inside the relevant room (for example, only when the room is being used). When compared
to other control systems, this system saves up to 40 %
of energy costs. Setting may be done remotely via the
Internet or through mobile devices.

UC.../UI...
room controller
or room unit

Analogue/digital signals

IRC room controller

Modbus RTU / RS485
Ethernet
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Thanks to its extensive product portfolio, Domat allows
the user to control and regulate various types of devices in
one room, such as floor heating, thermic valves of heating
units and radiators, fancoils, air curtains, air conditioning
units, unit heaters, induction units, cooling panels, etc.
Central control of electrical or lighting systems may
be done through the use of Domat I/O control system
modules or through DALI interface integration (Digital
Addressable Light Interface), which allows the user to
connect up to 64 electrical ballasts for the lighting device
control system.
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ROOM UNITS AND CONTROLLERS
The design line of communicative room controllers and
units introduces an entirely new dimension to the room
control system field. The large LCD display (60 x 60 mm)
allows the user to read the actual temperature and equipment status from a distance of up to 5 meters, the rotary
controller fitted with a push button makes everyday operation easier, such as temperature corrections and operation mode changes, and also allows control on several
levels, including the adjustment of the weekly scheduler
used with room controllers.

of a suitable heating curve, outside temperature to start
heating, domestic hot water temperature adjustment,
relative humidity display and setting, and the display of
two other values, etc. Functions available to the user are
selected during commissioning. For example, by switching
between operation modes you can choose the residential
mode (day, night, automatic operation, off), or hotel or office mode (comfort, standby, off, or party mode). Operation
modes may be set or adjusted over a communication bus
by central time schedulers or modes such as cleaning,
holiday, etc.

Universal room units provide an ideal solution for the control of HVAC units, small boiler rooms and other more complex devices. In addition to the basic functions (room temperature monitoring and setting, operation mode changes),
these controllers offer other features such as selection

US100 heating and window
blind regulator

Evo2 room unit offers fusion
of touch screen
and turn-push knob

UC150 and UC250
with Ethernet interface

Modbus RTU / RS485
Ethernet
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BLINDS/LOUVER SYSTEM CONTROL

LIGHTING SYSTEM CONTROL

Domat system can integrate blinds control and thermal
comfort setting into one room controller. It is no problem to
connect the entire unit to a central control system and to
have manual control and remote control of window blinds
based on, for example, time schedulers, on the actual solar
irradiation of the building facade, or on current weather
conditions. This includes retracting window blinds in case
of strong winds or pulling blinds down if the sunlight is
too strong, which eliminates heat gains in air conditioned
rooms.

Where required, the Domat system offers remote control
for lighting devices by turning on or off individual lighting
circuits using physical inputs and outputs, as well as integration of the DALI bus, which can directly control individual light sources, light modes and time schedulers, dimming
and actual illumination based on outside light conditions.

INTEGRATION AND CONTROL OF THIRD PARTY SYSTEMS
Thanks to the openness of Domat components, the
control system can be integrated with other building
technologies (fire protection system, security system,
air handling units, air conditioning units, boiler and cooling unit electronics, variable speed drives used to control
large fans, etc.), as well as with other energy producing
equipment (solar inverters, transformers, high-voltage protectors, energy distributor control units, diesel-powered
generators, etc.). These devices may be integrated into
the system through physical inputs/outputs, over protocol converters (e.g. DALI, KNX, or EnOcean) or via communication lines - thanks to the ever-increasing number

of implemented communication protocols. Often we may
use standard protocols such as Modbus, BACnet, M-Bus
or OPC. Open Domat communication also allows interconnection with other competing control systems such as
Johnson Controls, Honeywell, Siemens, Saia, etc., and to
group them into one operational unit. In many cases this
means that in order to implement the Domat control system, you do not have to replace your entire control system. Because we decided to take this path, our customers are able to keep their current investments, maintain
healthy and operational sections of their current control
system, and take advantage of one of the most universal
systems available on the market.

R090 - Modbus to DALI interface
Ethernet
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CONTROL AND MONITORING OF POWER SOURCES
Domat supplies systems used to monitor and control solar
power plants, local distribution grids, heat pumps and heat
distribution networks. Domat also supplies devices used
for energy equipment monitoring such as communication

alarm boards for distribution stations, SCADA systems
and systems for alarm transfers via SMS messaging, etc.

PHOTOVOLTAIC PLANTS
For PV plants, Domat offers proven solutions consisting
of hardware and software components: DC panels (string
boxes) with Hall probes for DC currents measuring, array
boxes, communication panels woth interfaces for data
transmission and buffering, control modules for limitation
of active and reactive power according to the distributor’s
commands, SCADA software for local and cloud installation, and powerful databases with API for open data access.

The system is deployed at more than 750 MW of power
plants worldwide.
We supply either components to system integrators, or
complete turnkey solutions inclusive project management
and design approval at the energy distributor.

BIOGAS PLANTS
At biogas plants, the overview of current process status
is crucial. The control system monitors the critical values
continually, such as temperature, pH, or CH₄/CO₂ ratio.
Trends and alarms on exceeding critical values are indicated on a local PC or over web access. If the biogas plant is
directly connected to a combined heat and power unit, it is
possible to optimize the energy production so as to supply

the grid preferentially at the most profitable times. Virtual
power plants are systems that connect different power
sources installed at different locations and control them
so that the resulting energy mix is optimal regarding yields
or environmental load.
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LOCAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
In industry parks, shopping centers, or other locations
where there are more energy consumers at a single site,
local distribution systems are installed. For their operators,
Domat offers a comprehensive solution for automated
metering data readout and export to cost allocation programs using ContPort. It also contains mandatory reports
for the energy market operator. The system reads data
from both high-voltage and low-voltage meters, and indicated irregularities which may be caused by unauthorised
consumption or meter faults. This helps to discover a prob-

lem immediately rather than at the end of the invoicing
period. The system is easily expandable by a load shedding module, which is fully integrated in the system and
can also be configured on a remote basis.

DISTRICT HEATING SYSTEMS
District heating systems contain, apart from energy
metering, also control nodes – heat exchange stations,
boiler rooms etc. Domat supplies turnkey control systems
including data communication infrastructure over optical
or wireless network or GPRS, so that all data are available
at the central management station. A centralised control allows also coordination functions, which simplifies
compensation of consumption peaks and helps to reduce
operation costs. Even here, algorithms for load shedding
can be utilized to control the daily maximum allowed gas
consumption: the system can read the maximum allowed
value from the distributor’s web, and control the heating
curves in the boiler rooms accordingly.
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The control systems in the nodes is primarily autonomous,
the automation stations control the heating circuits and
hot water distribution. Some parameters, however, may be
set up remotely, and coordinated with the overall situation
in the grid, which increases grid stability, saves energy,
and increases the life span of mechanical parts.
At refurbishments and system extensions, rich integration
possibilities of the Domat system can be used to decrease
the payback time. A stepwise reconstruction is more convenient regarding cashflow, and it can cut back the technology downtime.

DOMAT CONTROL SYSTEM

ENERGY CONSUMPTION OPTIMIZATION
Load shedding control
The load shedding controller ensures that the agreed
15-minute electrical energy consumption will not be exceeded. Unlike other commonly used systems, the regulator
can monitor via the input or via communication buses
whether turned-off technology is in operation - and if it is
not, the regulator will skip the relevant group. All current
values and parameters can be set via the LCD display, the
bus, via the network from visualisation or through the web
interface. All values can be dynamically changed. On the
website you can also see a graph of the last 15 minutes
and a consumption curve based on time. Thanks to the
fact that the load shedding control is managed via application software in a freely programmable regulator, the algorithm may be easily adapted to the requirements of the
controlled technology. Maximum shutdown times, mini-

mum switch-on times and other parameters of individual
groups (up to 8 groups) can also be set. The entire control
can be easily integrated into another building control system or into other software (for example, visualisations).

Meter readouts
Thanks to its open system, Domat offers a wide range of
options of how to read values from meters: starting with
the interface with web access via a freely programmable
substation offering other calculation options and management/control, such as suppression of peak demands
in district heating networks, up to data acquisition to a
powerful database with an open interface allowing access
for other applications, such as accounting and ERP systems. Thanks to the broad support for almost all types
of meters using the Modbus and M-Bus interfaces, it is
no problem to integrate calorimeters together with water
meters, electricity meters and gas meters, thus providing
a complete overview of energy consumption within the
relevant building or technology - regardless of whether

it concerns current values or historical data. We always
select the solution which is best suited to the relevant
task. Hundreds of minor technologies (heat exchange stations, store branches) are often fitted with the M007 readout module, which uses Internet communication. However,
for larger buildings such as apartment buildings or office
buildings, a concentrator in the form of a substation fitted
with 4 ports and allowing the connection of up to 1,000
meters, is much more suitable. Again, the substation can
perform partial calculations, which may reduce the required number of meters, or provide more detailed information
about consumed energies. Together with energy readouts,
data describing the operation of technologies can also be
monitored, allowing the energy technician to evaluate the
situation and to optimize the machinery and equipment
settings.
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION OPTIMIZATION
Weather forecast-based control
When creating a control strategy, information on weather
conditions at the premises for the next few hours may be
useful. In a certain extent, the system lag can be compensated. The meteo data are available as a prepaid service,
but also free of charge (for example at yr.no).

The most utilized value is temperature 2 meters above
ground, e.g. for heating curve optimization which prevents
overheating (if outside temperature rise is expected, the
heating water temperature is controlled to a lower forward temperature in advance, so that the energy is not
wasted in the system), or for cooling accumulation control
strategy. Weather forecast can, however, also be utilized
at technologies with high thermal capacity, such as floor
heating in greenhouses, for gas consumption optimization
at district heating systems, and the like.

Energy performance contracting
Energy Performance Contracting, EPC, is a process where
the technology upgrades are funded from cost reductions.
Therefore, the aim is to cut down the investment costs to
decrease the payback time. Part of the measures are also
control system upgrades, often including individual room
control.
Domat supplied more than 3000 room heating controllers
for EVČ s.r.o. for 46 sites in total: schools, kindergartens,
youth hostels, swimming pools, winter stadiums, and
municipal offices. The rooms are controlled according to
time schedules, and the cumulated valve opening time
is integrated for further analysis. The rooms use OSSC
(Optimum Start-Stop Control) to provide comfort temperature in the morning and savings in the afternoon – based
on the room model, the heating is set to depression in
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advance while keeping the temperature in the comfort
zone. Measured values are stored in a database and the
analytical software notifies about overheating or other
anomalies which result in increased energy consumption.
The data are presented in ContPort.
The EPC projects often use rich integration features of the
Domat process stations: utilising of the existing control
system or its part can decrease investment costs and
thus shorten the payback time of the entire project.

DOMAT CONTROL SYSTEM

ENERGY SAVINGS MEASURES IN HYPERMARKETS – PROVABLE RESULTS
The energy management occurred from June to December
2013 and included two hypermarkets in the northern part
of the Czech Republic: Liberec and Česká Lípa, operating
under the Spar brand at this time. The investor, as part
of reduction of operating costs, has decided to establish
closer cooperation with Domat Control system also in the
field of energy management. For four selected markets,
situational indicators were calculated, specifically energy
consumption per m² and year, which relatively closely
copied these temperatures.
The first step was introducing the energy auditor who
prepared a detailed energy audit for two selected facilities.
The buildings were classified in energy class D. At the end
of the report, there were three variants for implementation
of saving measures, including calculation of savings and
periods of return. The investor selected the first variant,
which involved only implementation of operating measures, without changes in technology and with practically
zero investment costs. During the start of the heating season in 2013, the administration of control systems was
transferred under the dispatcher of Domat, and the implementation was supervised by the auditor. The operating
parameters were checked on a daily basis by a technician
from Domat and configured as needed and based on the
auditor’s recommendations.

After four months, savings were calculated for the period
September to December 2013. The total achieved savings
for the period amounted to 32.5 % of the reference costs,
which corresponds to the amount of EUR 11 000. The
period until recuperation of invested costs was 52 days.
The estimate of average savings during broad application
to all other facilities only in the heating scope will range
from 17 to 25%.
This service may also be provided at facilities where
a control system of a different brand is installed. It
includes integration of the control system into central
management station and the ContPort service, which
evaluates the measured data. Ideally, the facility will be
equipped with heat meters and electric meters, but at
least in the testing phase, manual readings and/or invoices
for energy consumption are sufficient for analysis. A key
task for successful economic profitability of the project is
minimisation of its costs, and therefore the variant without
replacement of technology, but only with expert work with
the existing control system, seems very attractive.
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Office buildings
At office buildings, impact on environmental comfort of the employees is put, which is necessary for maximum work
efficiency. At the same time, the control system coordinates and controls the technologies so as to keep the energy
efficiency as high as possible. The technologies concerned are heating, ventilation, air conditioning, zone controls, lighting, blinds, and other technologies, such as ramp heating or UPS monitoring. The installation is usually equipped by
a metering system for cost allocation to tenants. All data are visualised on a local workstation or at a central management station of the facility management provider.

Interesting references
Blox - IVG Evropská Praha, City Center České Budějovice, Czech Savings Bank branches, IBM – Technology Park
Brno, AB Sokolovská, Czech Embassy in Tokyo, Japan, municipal offices reconstructed by EVČ s.r.o. in Český Těšín,
Kopřivnice, Jeseník, and Chrudim

Swimming pools, wellness, spa and sport facilities
These sites host advanced and complex technologies. The control system
shall ensure safe and efficient operation while maintaining comfortable
indoor environment. It integrates air conditioning units with dehumidification, spa technologies, heating plant, and central illumination. Time schedules are used to control light scenes and mood lights. Today’s spa often
uses heat recovery or green power where energy efficiency evaluation is
required. At sites where hotel rooms are available, individual room control is
installed.

Interesting references
Tree of Life Wellness & Medical spa **** Lázně Bělohrad, Swimming pool Ostrava, Hotel Zámek Hrádek, Hotel Tenis
Zvolen, AC Sparta Praha, winter stadium Humpolec, swimming pools Opava, Kopřivnice, Český Těšín and winter stadiums
Chrudim, Kopřivnice in cooperation with EVČ s.r.o.

Residential houses
In the residential buildings, the most frequently controlled technologies
are heating (boiler room, heat pumps, district heating), exhausts (garages,
corridors) and metering data acquisition. At more advanced sites and family houses, thermal comfort in individual rooms is controlled, together with
control of blinds, lights, watering systems, and pools including central control over a web browser, touch screen, mobile devices or SMS messages.

Interesting references
Residence Sacre Coeur II, apartment houses Hvězda, Odborů 2, Myslíkova,
Soukenická, family houses Zdiby, Pardubice, Kochnova

Hotels and lodging facilities
The primary aim of hotels is to achieve maximum guests comfort, while perfect indoor environment is one of the prerequisites for that. Easy and simple control of heating and air condition from the guest’s point of view is also important.
Integration of the booking system helps saving costs if some rooms are not booked. The control system also prepares
primary media – heating and domestic hot water, cooling water for air conditioning, and air for the distribution system.

Interesting references
Hotel Palace *****, Art Hotel Embassy, Hotel Bridge, Hotel Vinice Hnanice, Hotel Pecr Pec pod Sněžkou, Brewery hotel
Kojetín, Parkhotel Praha, Family hotel Holiday Home, Residential home Praha 9

Industrial and production plants
At these sites, apart from heating, ventilation, and air conditioning, supplying of production plants by energy is often
controlled. Domat provides distribution and measuring of electricity, load shedding, technological steam, monitoring of
temperatures and pressures of technical gases, etc. Some technologies, like printing, require precise temperature and
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humidity control. At the roofs of the industrial plants there are photovoltaic
plants which are part of the enterprise energy mix. If there are more tenants in the works, energy data are read out for costs allocation purposes.

Interesting references
TechnoPark Pardubice, Canned food plant Hrobčice, Azomureš Romania,
Danone Benešov, Print shop Label Design Chrášťany, Workshop Vinařice,
LPA Lovosice, Swell Hořice, Pavex Pardubice, Koito Žatec, Teluria Skrchov,
Print shop Branaldi Brandýs nad Labem, BorsodChem Ostrava, Wikov
Hronov, AGC Chudeřice

Airports
Concerning the control system, an airport is a fusion of an office building and industrial plant, although with increased
security requirements. Domat controls heating, ventilation, air condition, lights, and integration of technologies like distribution rooms, UPS, etc. A local management station is used for centralised maintenance and alarm management.

Interesting references
Airport Pardubice, Airport Mošnov

Logistic centers
The major technologies for logistic centers and storage halls are heating and lights. Domat controls illumination systems,
production and distribution of heating water, roof windows, air handling units, door curtains, and other technologies. The
commercial cooling system and freezers are integrated in food storage facilities, and data are recorded as required by
the HACCP regulations.

Interesting references
Storage facility Kovintrade, DC04 Zdiby, GEMO Olomouc-Hněvotín, Tulipán Park Hostivice, Central storage Billa
Modletice

Data centers
A data center is a real challenge for a control system. Providers need to keep precise environment in the halls, namely temperature and humidity, while achieving
maximum power usage efficiency (PUE). All switching elements and circuit breakers
are monitored permanently, and outages are reported to the central supervisory.
To allocate costs, energy meters for rack sections are integrated. The system may
be enhanced by a CRM module and help desk which help to solve all problems and
customer requirements in an efficient and provable way.

Interesting references
Data center CeColo Praha, Data center Lužice

Shopping centers
Cooperation with retail chains has a long history at Domat. In the shopping centers, not only heating, ventilation and air
condition is controlled, but also – as part of energy management – load shedding and meter data acquisition for tenant
cost allocation. Energy savings are achieved by control of lights or air quality control at the sales area. The energy management system ContPort provides data for the energy manager so that nominal energy consumptions in the branches
can be benchmarked and the critical points for energy savings identified.

Interesting references
Interspar/Spar retail chain (CZ, HU, HR, SI), Billa supermarkets (CZ, SK),
Penny Market supermarkets, Family Centrum shopping centers (CZ, SK),
Porsche Interauto car showrooms, Galerie Harfa Praha, Galerie Fontána
Teplice, Kaufland (SK)
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School facilities
Domat controls mainly heating at schools, often using individual room controllers
with time schedulers and SCADA integration. A hot topic is demand-based ventilation according to CO₂, which helps both to save energy and to improve the fitness
of students and staff. Many schools are refurbished as EPC projects, where Domat
can easily integrate existing functional control systems.

Interesting references
Primary schools Chelčického, U Stadionu, Černošice, Polabiny, Říčany, Bílina, kindergartens Na Přesypu, Holešovice, 37 school facilities in cooperation with EVČ s.r.o.

Hospitals
Hospitals have very special demands concerning 24/365 operation and
high requirements on clean rooms. Domat controls primarily heating –
from primary plants through distribution to the buildings up to the terminals with individual room controls. Very important alre also air handling
units for operation theatres and consulting rooms. At most sites there is
some potential for savings, therefore metering and meter data acquisition is also installed. Zone controls with time schedules are installed at the
health centers, controlled according to the service hours.

Interesting references
Health center Kartouzská, Health center Budějovická, Health center
Vysočany, Hospital Valašské Meziříčí, Hospital Frýdlant

Energetics
Thanks to long-term expertise in energetics, Domat provides consultancy
services on district heating, heat exchange station and boiler room integration in a central management system, and control of heat pumps and
bivalent systems, but also supplies PV plant monitoring including energy
management system. Domat also closely cooperates with major energy
distribution companies providing energy readout services for local distribution systems (LDS).

Interesting references
District heating system Trenčín, heating of blocks of flats using heat pumps in Liberec, biogas stations, combined production of energy and heat, monitoring and control of solar power plants of total power of 700 MWp (CZ, DE, IT, BG, RO,
Australia), local distribution systems at Galerie Teplice, OC Šantovka Olomouc, Technopark Pardubice.
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Czech Republic
Domat Control System s.r.o.
U Panasonicu 376
CZ - 530 06 Pardubice
Tel.: +420 461 100 823
Fax: +420 226 013 092
info@domat.cz

Domat Slovakia
Domat Control System s.r.o.
Údernícka 11
SK – 851 01 Bratislava
Tel.: + 421 2 206 48 965
Fax: + 421 2 332 04 558
e-mail: info@domat.sk

Training center Praha
Třebízského nám. 424
CZ - 250 67 Klecany
Tel.: +420 222 365 395
Fax: +420 226 013 092
www.domat.cz

www.domat.sk

Albania
SIMT d.o.o.
Tel.: +389 2 306 9591
simt@simt.com.mk
www.simt.com.mk

Hungary
LS Épületautomatika Kft.
Tel.: +36 1 288 0500
aracs.peter@lsa.hu
www.lsa.hu

Slovenia
Simtech d.o.o. (system integrator)
Tel.: +386 1 786 62 12
e-mail: info@simtech.si
www.simtech.si

Armenia
INTEGRAL design & engineering
Tel.: +374 10 520 188
info@integral.am
www.integral.am

Lithuania and Latvia
UAB BALTESA
Tel.: +370 5 272 7902
info@baltesa.lt
www.baltesa.lt

KOVINTRADE CELJE (distributor)
Tel.: + 386 1 560 76 78
regulacije@kovintrade.si
www.kovintrade.com

Austria
Simic Mess- Steuer- u. Regeltechnik
Tel.: +43 (664) 975 60 85
e-mail: simic.msr@gmx.at

Macedonia and Kosovo
SIMT d.o.o.
Tel.: +389 2 306 9591
simt@simt.com.mk
www.simt.com.mk

Benelux (distributor)
VEDOTEC BV
Tel.: +31 088 833 68 00
info@vedotec.nl
www.vedotec.nl
Brasil
WSBP – We Solve Building Problems
Tel.: +351 239 090 860
info@wsbp.eu
www.wsbp.eu
Croatia
Aeroteh d.o.o.
Tel.: +385 1 301 53 12
eduard.nothig@aeroteh.hr
www.aeroteh.hr
Germany
S+S Regeltechnik GmbH
Tel.: +49 (0) 911-519 47-0
e-mail: mail@spluss.de
www.spluss.eu

Malaysia
TECH-STORE MALAYSIA Sdn. Bhd.
Tel.: +603 8940 6688
info@tech-store.com.my
www.tech-store.com
Poland
P&B Sp. z o.o.
Tel: +48 56 660 84 18
info@domat-cs.pl
www.domat-cs.pl

Switzerland
GLT Engineering AG
Tel.: +41 52 647 41 00
info@glt.ch
www.glt.ch
Thailand, Burma, Laos and Cambodia
G7 TECHNOLOGY COMPANY Ltd.
e-mail: info@g7-tech.com
www.g7-tech.com
The Netherlands
(system integrator)
Building technology bv
Tel.: +31 571 262 728
info@buildingtechnology.nl
www.buildingtechnology.nl
United Arab Emirates

Portugal
WSBP – We Solve Building Problems
Tel.: +351 239 090 860
info@wsbp.eu
www.wsbp.eu
Romania
SC LSA Romania Building Automation SRL
Tel.: +36 1 288 0500
aracs.peter@lsa.hu
www.lsa.hu

Corporate Business Network DWC-LLC

Tel.: +971 56 360 4774
info@corporatebiznet.com
www.corporatebiznet.com
Vietnam
G7 TECHNOLOGY COMPANY Ltd.
Tel.: +84 5448 6677
e-mail: info@g7-tech.com
www.g7-tech.com

